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EIGEN-EXPANSIONS OF SOME SCHRODINGER OPERATORS 

AND NILPOTENT LIE GROUPS 

Andrzej Hutanicki and Joe W, Jenkins 

This note is a summary of the results previously obtained by the 

authors, and of a number of new results and problems. 

In papers [8] ,, [ the authors cstudied Schrod:i.nger operators 

d 
IR , • there 

d n. 2n. 
(1) -L I (-t) Jn, J n. :<! 1 

J=l J J 

k 
P~(x) (2) V(x) I where P. are real polynomials. 

j=l J J 

We say that the family of polynomials is irreducible if there is no 

linear change of variables in !Rd. such that all the polynomials depend 

on a smaller number of variables. By restriction to a lower dimensional 

subspace of !Rd , we consider only operators H for which the polynomials 

THEOREM 1 [9] For some N and A > 0 , 

2 d operator on L (IR ). 

+ H)-N is a HiLbert-Schmidt 

Let 0 <A 1 ~A 2 ~ ... be the eigenvalues and ~1 .~2 .... the 

corresponding eigen-functions of H . 

1HIDRB'l 2 [9] There is an N such that if K 10 d~(IR+) and 

(3) 0, ... ,N 



then the operator 
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00 

o/ -4 l K(An} ~n)~n 
n=l 

including p 1 

~ 3 [9] There is an N such that if K € c!(!R+), K(O) 

K satisfies (3), then 

<p(x) 
00 

lim I K( 
t-)0 1 

1 and 

Using the methods of the proof of theorem 2 and 3 , cf. below, 

the ideas of the first author m<d E.M. Stein [5], chapter 6, and an 

application of the "transference" methods of R. Coifma.,"'l m<d G. Weiss 

[1], [2] and C. Herz [7], [8], the following theorem can be proved. 

THEOREM 4 (Dlugosz [3]). There exists N such that if K E c!cm+) 

and K satisfies the Marcinkiewicz condition 

then the operator 

00 

M: ~ -4 I K(An)(f,<pn)'Pn 
n=l 

Let us mention also the following unsatisfactory generalization of 

theorem 2 This is proved only under the following additional 

condition 
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(4) In (1), all n. 
J 

1 , i.e. L is the ordinary Laplacian. 

~ 5 If V is an arbitrary locally integrabLe function such that 

(5) V(x) 2 !xia for lxl > C for some a,C > 0 , 

then there is an N such that if K € cN(m+) and {3) holds, then the 

conclusion of theorem 2 remains true. 

The proof is based on the Feynman-Kac formula and an easy 

functional calculus of the type used in [8] within the Banach algebra 

lin{Tt : t > 0} 
p d -tH 

in B(L (ffi )), where Tt = e 

The main idea of the proofs of theorems 1 - 4 is to consider the 

Lie algebra spanned by the partial derivatives D. and multiplications 
J 

by iP. 
J 

This of course, is a finite dimensional Lie 

algebra, nilpotent of step c , say. We pass to the free nilpotent Lie 

consider the representation 

X.---;> D. 
J J 

Y.~multiplication by iP. 
J J 

It is easy to verify that av is the derivative of a unitary 

representation v of G = exp g which is induced from the normal 

subgroup and, if P1 , ... ,Pk are irreducible, then 1r is an irreducible 

representation. 

Let 

(6} 
d 

L =I 
j=l 

n. 2n. k 2 
(-1) Jx. J +I Y. 

J j=l J 
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Then, by (1} and {2), v{~} = H 

By a theorem of Olejnik and Radkievitch (or Helffer-Nourigat} L 

is a subelliptic symmetric operator on L2(G}, so it is essentially 

self-adjoint. Let 

y = fa A.dE{A.}f 

be the spectral resolution of~ on L2(G}. Let 

By a theorem of G. Folland and E.M. Stein [5], we have 

{7} 

in fact 

(8} 

Let 

{9} 

or be the one-parameter group of dilations of G such that 

o L = rL r-

Such a group exists, since g is freely generated by xl ..... xd. 

{a} 

Now the proofs involve the following ingredients. 

A functional calculus such that if F c dN{m+}. then for 
c 

K{A.} = F{{l+A.}-s} for some s , the operator TKf = J:K{A.}dE{A.}f 

is of the form TKf = f * k where k c L1{G} n L2{G} , cf. [12]. 

Moreover, 
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to prove theorem 3 we show that lk(x) I ::; C(:l + lxl)-m " where 

lxl is the homogenous gage on G and m > Q , the homogenous 

dimension of G. 

(b) A method to carry the operator TK by the representation to obtain 

00 

I and prove that it has the desired properties. 
1 

This is done by a very substantial use of homogeniety of L Indeed, 

we have 

(10) 

where 

This allows us to use dilations in the study of the maximal function 

sup ITK f(x) I 
t>O t 

as in the proof of the Marcinkiewicz multiplier theorem on G , and 

carry it down by the representation v . 

One would like to generalize the above theorems to more general 

potentials allowing, perhaps, for assumption {4). The first step should 

certainly be to include potentials which are non-negative polynomials, 

not only sums of squares of polynomials. However, positivity of V 

does not seem to have an interpretation in terms of prop.3rties of 

operators on G i.e. it seems hopeless to us to define such a property 

of an operator Y on G which would imply that ~(Y) is 

multiplication by a non-negative polynomial. However, if for Y in~ 
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we write 

where {ht}t>O is the semi-group of probability measures whose 

infinitesimal generator is Y2 and if = iP<p , then 

On the other hru"!d, the operator 

(11) L 

is essentially self-adjoint on L2 (G) a_nd, if 

is the spectral resolution of !;: , then 

has the property that 

where is a probability measure. Thus, since again L can be made 

homogenous of degree 1 on G we have Jl.t = f-1.1oot . 

However, the crucial property for the functional calculus as 

described in (a) is that p.t is absolutely continuous with respect to 

the Haar measure, moreover, the density of f.lt should belong to L2 (G}. 

Since L is not a differential operator any more and has a very 
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non-smooth "symbol", it is not hypoelliptic and so the methods of 

Olejnik and Radkievi tch or Helffer and Nourigat are not available. The 

first step to handle this more general situation has been made by the 

authors in [10] where it is proved that if X and Y generate the Lie 

algebra ~ and all ad4Y, j=O, ... ,c, commute, then the semi-group 

t(X2-1Yia) 2 
ut "" e consists of measures with L (G) densities. The proof 

goes via a study of the representations and the Plancherel measure of 

the nilpotent group G = exp ~ and uses estimates of the lowest 

eigenvalue of some Schrodinger operators established by C. Fefferman in 

[4]. This already yields some summability results for operators of the 

form 

d2 
lxla a ) 0 on m - dx2-

Very recently a real break through has come from P. Glowacki who 

proved the following 

~(Glowacki). Let G be a homogenous group and let ~ be a 

symmetric homogenous left-invariant operator on ~(G) such that -L 

generates a semi-group of probability measures. If for every 

irreducibLe non-triviaL representation 7r of G the operator 1r(~) is 

injective, then the semi-group consists of measures which have densities 

It is fairly easy to verify that the operators of the form (11) 

satisfy the hypothesis of Glowacki's theorem. 

This opens a way to good ~ functional calculus in the sense of 

(a) for operators of the form (11). In the absence of , however, we 
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have succeeded only for step 2 nilpotent groups, as yet. Also to prove 

theorems like theorem 3 or 4 for potentials V(x) = IP(x)la, P a 

polynomial, we have to obtain esti1nates for the maximal functions like 

(10). The classical methods of comparing our maximal function to the 

Hardy-Littlewood maximal function on IRd do not work. 

Another more satisfactory version of theorem 5 seems to be within 

reach. 

THEOR:EII (?) If for lxl 2 C we have 

irreducibLe famiLy of potynomiats 

concLusion of theorem 2 holds. 

a. 
V(x) i IP .(x) I J 

J 
for some 

a. > 0 , then the 
J 

To illustrate the strength of Glowacki's theorem, we mention that 

one can deduce from it that V satisfies the assumption of the above 

hypothetical theorem; the operator - A + V is invertible and has 

discrete spectrum. It is very tempting to compare the smallest 

eigen-value of the operator - A + V , V being the sum of absolute 

values of polynomials, using Glowacki's result and [11] and 

C. Fefferman's estin1ates in [4]. 
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